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Background: Biopsy and histopathology is the primary diagnostic
method of melanoma. However, its increased usage correlates with
increase melanoma in situ cases while melanoma mortality remains the
same. There is a demand to improve the accuracy and efficacy of
melanoma diagnosis. Development of a non-invasive tool such as
scarless biopsy (adhesive disks) could provide patients and general
practitioners with the tools to identify melanoma accurately. In this
study, we collected stratum corneum samples via adhesive disks and
utilised data independent acquisition (DIA) mass spectrometry to
identify dysregulated proteins which could be used to identify
melanoma from other lesion types.

Aim: To investigate the proteome profile of stratum corneum samples
collected with adhesive disks for the identification of proteomic
signatures that could differentiate between benign naevi (BN),
dysplastic naevi (DN), melanoma in situ (IS), and minimally invasive
melanoma (MIM).

Figure A) Volcano plot summary of differentially abundant proteins compared between lesion types: A total of 1196 proteins were
identified across all lesion type. LIMMA analysis identified 4, 6, 6, and 55 total proteins (BN, DN, IS, and MIM against normal skin
(NS)) as significantly dysregulated. In addition, 28, 19, and 20 were significantly changed in MIM vs BN, DN, and IS. Significant
threshold was set to p-value<0.05; Fold Change (FC) >1.5 or <-1.5.

Figure B) Upset plot summary of unique and overlapping significant proteins across lesion types compared to MIM.

Figure E) Gene Ontology/PANTHER analysis. The
most significant differentially abundant proteins
between MIM and BN were mapped to
ontology terms associated with molecular
function and biological processes.

Conclusion: Scarless biopsy could be a useful tool in biomarker discovery. DIA-MS identified significantly dysregulated proteins which could help to
classify lesions with a malignant phenotype from benign naevi. In the future, with further study, samples collected using scarless biopsy could provide a
promising alternative or complementary tool for melanoma diagnosis.
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Figure D) Semi-supervised Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) using top most
significant dysregulated proteins between
MIM and BN using K-means clustering using a
10-fold cross validation method. Left) PCA plot
using top 6 (left) and top 20 (right) proteins to
separate the data into 2 clusters. Table
summary (bottom) of the clustered data
according to top 6 and top 20 dysregulated
proteins between BN and MIM.

Figure C) Balanced accuracy assessment for
MIM type compared to all other lesions
(excluding normal skin) using the 6 most
significant proteins. Accuracy of the classifier
was assessed using four machine learning
algorithms K Nearest Neighbours (KNN),
Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine
(SVM) , and Digital Logic Design and Analysis
(DLDA). A 10-fold cross (k=10) validation
method was used to train and test the
dataset.
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